
Limit excess bottles of  lotion, shampoo, conditioner and soap
Store excess in storage bins underneath sink
Before leaving the bathroom be sure to put all items back in their place
(makeup, shaving cream, body wash, etc.)
Limit hair styling tools to 2 or 3

Our bathrooms can be cluttered very easily from daily use

Toss any faded, torn, or worn out towels
Only keep matching sets to eliminate excess and reduce laundry 
Only keep one extra blanket and set of sheets per family member and
guest room

The linen closet should be stored with the home essentials

Regularly check expiration dates and toss old items
Make sure every item has a place
Utilize baskets and labels in your pantry to know when something is running
low
Donate rarely used dishes that are still in good condition
Toss any stained Tupperware, cracked or broken dishes ,and rusted cookware
Create a separate cabinet space for kids dishes

Kitchens are the most used space in the home and need to be tidied regularly

Start your day with making your bed before doing anything else
Pick up any clothing that may be on the floor and place it in the hamper
Remove all non-essentials from the top of your nightstand (cups, snacks,
notepads, pens, etc.)
Declutter nightstand drawers down to only the essentials (pen, sticky notes,
lip balm, Kleenex, phone charger, glasses, and a good book)

Your bed is the first thing you see in the morning

HOME ORGANIZING
Checklist
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For more tips like these, follow me on Instagram
@michaelespreciseplanning

Create labeled folders and store in drawer dividers inside of a desk drawer
Daily shred papers that you don’t need or that you can scan to your
computer
Store office supplies in a drawer organizer
Take out any items that don’t belong in office

Having a clean and organized home office is essential for the entire family

Use drawer dividers inside of dresser drawers
Limit their clothing and shoe purchases since they’re constantly growing
Store any “grow into” clothing in a bin on the closet shelf (but don’t let it
overflow)
Keep a donate bin for the gently used clothing that they grow out of to drop 

Regularly go through their drawers and closets and toss any torn or stained

Keep a hamper in each child’s room

Kids are constantly growing so their rooms need to be maintained regularly

        monthly

        clothing

Start by taking everything out (yes, I said everything)
Create a love it, donate, and toss pile
Automatically toss any frayed, torn, stained, or faded clothing
Donate any clothing you can no longer fit or haven’t worn in the past 6 to 12
months
Keep the clothing that's in good condition, fits comfortably, and you love it
Place your clothes back into the closet by season, color, and style (short
sleeve, long

In order to maintain adequate space we need to regularly edit our closets

        sleeve, skirts, dresses, etc.)
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